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Its the big mack i got this new sh*t right here man
You might wanna hit this

Hook:
You Can Put It In A Zag, Imma Put It In A Blunt
You can sit in the back i'ma sit in the front
No stunt no punked it really don't matter
cuz i got what they want 
You Can Put It In A Zag, Imma Put It In A Blunt
You can sit in the back i'ma sit in the front
No stunt no punked it really don't matter
cuz i got what they want

They say all day we play and blow 
see this is the only thing we know
i blow kush again on the push again
with a bad little cute little mexican

Zig zag how i roll mine
you can tell i be a G how i hold mine
I am in a load of shit i'ma own mine 
B*tch f*ck with me stumble on a gold mine
Brake Bad .. fake dead punk bitch this is real life
execuetive branch what you feel like
catch me if you can i'm your local kush man 
sitin in the stairs with a 100 grams in ma pants 

And I blow so much smoke
pure OG hit it once might choke
see i'ma go kick it whit a bitch i could poke
you can ride to high school 
take a toke..

[Hook:]

No stems no seeds
Mack gave me all the class that a nigga need
Just taught my whole bitch how to roll weed
And the nigga ride with me getting high with me

..through my young nigga Devin ..
got to Hangin out with mack ina there 24/7 .. on the
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gold smoking road ..
Deep on the Westside bank with hood yup you got to
luv tha

yup i luv tha nigga used to offer but i wouldn't
Now i'm gonna ask it what a but at
Making it happen me and mack just got two bitches
cracking 
and they saying trying to smoke weed all nite and
down for being tatted
spad it up and tatted up suit it up and boot it up
pioneers baby aint nothing you can do to us 
inhale thats the high school 
dev and mac we known to act a damn fool
ya dig ?

You know what
It may sound crazy but
yeah dev and mac .. high school

it may sound crazy but
it may sound crazy but
it may sound crazy but
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